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ACI creates value for its clients, no doubt about it. As a commercial real estate investment
bank, we deliver options to our clients. We deliver results. We can finance your property if you
are refinancing. If you are selling, we can introduce you to one of our investors that actively
buy properties.
Our goal is very simple. We would like to create value for your firm by providing you
competitive loan proposals on your commercial real estate transactions. We can compete on
rate, leverage, recourse, loan to value / cost, and many other terms.
ACI is a commercial real estate investment banking firm with a vast number of investors. We
have the funding ability to provide you with both acquisition financing and refinancing for your
maturing loans. Our preferred property types are Class “B+” to Class “A” quality office
buildings, industrial buildings, multi-family, and grocery anchored retail centers.
I look forward to the opportunity to review your loan packages and would be pleased to provide
you with competitive loan proposals / solutions.
Allow us the opportunity to create value for you firm. You’ll be pleased with the level of service
that we will provide.
Thank you,
Terry Taylor at ACI
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With Offices in Florida, Michigan, Illinois, New York, Atlanta, and Canada This
message is for the named person’s use only. It may contain confidential,
proprietary or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is
waived or lost by any transmission. You are not authorized to transmit or

communicate to anyone information contained in this message, including
attachments, without prior authorization in writing. If you receive this message
in error, please delete it and all copies from your system, destroy any hard
copies and notify the sender. ACI (Advanced Commercial Credit International (ACI)
Limited) its affiliates and/or it respective subsidiaries each reserve the right
to monitor all e-mail communications through its networks. Any views expressed in
this message are those of the individual sender, except where the message states
otherwise and the sender is authorized to state the views of such entity. Unless
otherwise stated, any quotes and/or pricing information in the message is
indicative only, is subject to change and does not constitute an offer to deal at
any price quoted. Any references to the terms of the executed transaction should
be treated as preliminary only and subject to our formal and final approval. This
communication is issued E. & O.E. and without prejudice.

